Contribution of the multi-turn segment in the reversible thermal stability of hyperthermophile rubredoxin: NMR thermal chemical exchange analysis of sequence hybrids.
Pyrococcus furiosus (Pf) rubredoxin is the most thermostable protein characterized to date. Reflecting the complications arising from irreversible denaturation of this protein, predictions of which structural regions confer differential thermal stability have utilized kinetic stability measurements, hydrogen exchange protection factors, long range hydrogen bond NMR spin couplings, and molecular dynamics simulations, and have primarily implicated the three-stranded beta-sheet and the adjacent metal binding site. Herein, NMR chemical exchange experiments demonstrate reversible two-state unfolding at the thermal transition temperature (T(m)) for hybrids of Pf and the mesophile Clostridium pasteurianum (Cp) rubredoxins which interchange residues 14-33, the so-called multi-turn segment. This complementary pair of hybrid rubredoxins exhibits largely additive incremental thermal stabilizations vs. the parental proteins. Both stabilization free energy measurements as well as incremental T(m) values indicate that a minimum of 37% of the total differential thermal stability resides in this multi-turn segment. Such a proportionality between DeltaDeltaG and incremental T(m) values is predicted for hybrid pairs exhibiting thermodynamic additivity in which the differential stability is predominantly enthalpic.